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SCHEMES OF ARRANGEMENT1

SHOULD THE FEASIBILITY OF NEW REGIMES “IN-BETWEEN COMPANY AND
INSOLVENCY LAWS” ALSO BE ANALYSED IN THE NORDIC LEGAL
FRAMEWORKS ?

1. SETTING THE SCENE

Jennifer Payne, Professor of Corporate Finance Law at the University of Oxford describes “Schemes
of Arrangement, or “Schemes”, as a valuable and flexible tool for reorganising a company´s capital.
In England, they have been around for over a century. The current legal provisions can be found in
Part 26 of the Companies Act 2006. Section 895(1) defines a scheme of arrangement as a
“compromise or arrangement between a company and its creditors, or any class of them, or its
members or any class of them.” A scheme of arrangement is therefore a statutory mechanism for the
implementation of a wide range of corporate transactions. As in the case of England, the statutory
provisions provide relatively few details regarding the operation and utilisation of schemes, and much
of the law in this area has been developed by the courts.2

The Round Table conference organised by the Finnish Chamber of Commerce jointly with the Finnish
Company Law and Insolvency Law Associations aims to provide an overview of the English
Company Law tool -Scheme of Arrangement-  and to discuss whether our company law or, even more
widely, other Nordic jurisdictions could consider features similar to this.

In March 2014, the European Commission issued an important recommendation on a new approach to
business failure and insolvency. It noted that several Member States are currently undertaking reviews
of their national insolvency laws with a view to improving the corporate rescue framework and
second chance for entrepreneurs. It further stated “to promote efficiency and reduce delays and costs,
national preventive restructuring frameworks should include flexible procedures limiting court
formalities to where they are necessary and proportionate in order to safeguard the interests of
creditors and other interested parties likely to be affected.”3

When considering an optimal future preventive legal framework, perhaps the well-functioning model
under English law, ‘Schemes’, could, de minimis, serve as useful benchmark model.

2. ARISING NEEDS DUE DEVELOPMENTS IN THE FINANCIAL MARKETS

Those familiar with banking regulations understand the notable impacts of the Basel III and the
related, so-called European CRD IV package on the banking market.

1 Speech of Matti Engelberg, Senior Advisor of Hannes Snellman Attorneys Ltd at the joint Round Table
Seminar organised by the Finnish Chambers of Commerce, Finnish Corporate Law Association and Finnish
Insolvency Law Association on 19 September 2016.
2 Schemes of Arrangement, Theory, Structure and Operation, Jennifer Payne, Cambridge University Press 2014
3 European Commission, Commission Recommendation of 12 March 2014 on a new approach to business failure
and insolvency
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The Basel II regulations already brought along internal rating system for the banks when assessing
corporate risks for the related capital requirements, but Basel III regulations have, through
substantially higher capital buffer requirements, magnified the importance of internal ratings.

This has led to corporations diversifying funding sources, particularly by using bond markets and
alternative lenders’ financing, as well as raising financing through IPOs from public or private equity
markets.

The International Capital Market Association (ICMA) has outlined the economic importance of the
corporate bond markets. According to ICMA, “Bond funding reduces companies´ reliance on banks,
whose ability to lend is from time to time stressed – for example, in the years following the 2007/8
financial turmoil, be reformed prudential regulation, and by bank´s need to deleverage their balance
sheets in response to the Third Basel Accord.”4

Market statistics support this trend, despite slightly slower market volumes last year. According to
Thomson Reuters, the overall global debt capital markets activity totalled US$3.5 trillion during the
first half of 2016, an 11% increase compared to the first six months of 2015. This was also the
strongest opening period for global debt capital markets activity since 2007.5

A major shift towards diversified market financing is likely increasing needs for developing
restructuring tools for the instruments simultaneously.

A study on a new approach to business failure and insolvency by the European Commission conducted
by INSOL, the Pan-European Association of Insolvency Professionals, provides a useful comparative
legal analysis of the Member States’ relevant provisions and practises.6

The study contained a map covering the status of possibility for pre-insolvency proceedings in each
country. Yet the 2014 Study may not be currently fully accurate due to recently enacted Spanish
legislation or possible forthcoming legislation in the Netherlands; but for the Nordics it outlined only
Denmark as a jurisdiction providing so called Debtor-in-possession in Pre-Insolvency Proceedings.

When a new comparative European map would be drawn up in the future, one hopes that Finland
would not be, as in this review, alongside Lithuania, the only green country featuring no pre-
insolvency proceedings.  In all fairness, accuracy of such study is difficult due to the variation of legal
frameworks, and e.g. the Finnish Restructuring framework representing a rather developed process for
restructuring.

The key fundamental question is still whether to have a statutory process in place for a “compromise
or arrangement between a company and its creditors, or any class of them, or its members or any class
of them”, which would involve, as the EU Commission recommendation well states “flexible
procedures limiting court formalities to where they are necessary and proportionate in order to
safeguard the interests of creditors and other interested parties likely to be affected.”

4 Economic Importance of the Corporate Bond Markets, ICMA International Capital Markets Association,
March 2013
5 Thomson Reuters Debt Capital Markets Review, First Half 2016
6 European Commission Study on a new approach to business failure and insolvency – comparative legal
analysis of the Member States relevant provisions and practices submitted by INSOL Europe, the European
association of insolvency professionals
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3. APPLICATION OF ENGLISH LAW SCHEMES

During recent years’ markets have evidenced substantial application of  Schemes under English law,
also for transactions involving corporations outside the UK, due to contractual choice of English law
as governing law and the courts of England having jurisdiction for major financing facilities.

An overview by Latham & Watkins outlines over 30 major sanctioned Scheme cases under English
Law for foreign companies. Such cases, all substantial in size, have likely provided a reasonable
outcome for safeguarding the continuation of the business of each respective company without
unnecessary insolvency proceedings.7

To Illustrate the magnitude of the transactions involved, one may note e.g. the takeover transaction
where Royal Dutch Shell acquired BG Group Plc in January 2016, which was made by means of
Scheme of Arrangement.  This completed the roughly $50 billion acquisition of BG Group PLC,
giving the Anglo-Dutch oil company a dominant footprint offshore Brazil.8

Professor Payne has described the use of Schemes for effecting a takeover has become increasingly
common in the UK, particularly in widely held companies. Due to increasing amount of financing
obtained through IPOs from the public or alternative market places, the potential positive elements of
Schemes for use in  takeover offers is worth of analysis.  More efficient and faster de-listings would
benefit particularly all stakeholders of distress, but still listed, companies.

For a Scheme regarding credit arrangements, an illustrative example is a Danish roofing product
manufacturer Icopal, which in 2013 got permission through a Scheme process to extend parts of its
loans and already April this year being acquired by GAF, North America´s largest roofing
manufacturer, for approximately one billion Euros.9 This clearly upheld the going concern value of the
enterprise.

4. ONGOING LEGAL REFORMS

The EU study shows that substantial legal reforms to introduce pre-insolvency proceeding  is either
ongoing or already in place in many European countries. A leading UK law firm, Freshfields, has
made a brief comparison of the international “Schemes of Arrangement” covering the status e.g. in the
Netherlands, Germany and Spain. In addition to these jurisdictions, France and some other countries
have ongoing reforms.10

A good current example of the Schemes’ future application is the Netherlands, where a consultation
process for the enactment of “Continuity of Enterprises Act” has been conducted. The intended Act
contains features similar to Schemes and may be regarded as being even more flexible, as it does not,
for example, have a similar qualified 75 percent majority requirement as contained in the provisions of
Schemes.

The draft explanatory memorandum for the contemplated new Dutch Act states that the practical needs
for a compulsory composition have been outlined based on informal consultations and meetings with
experts from all layers of insolvency practise – namely bankruptcy trustees, bankruptcy judges,

7 Latham & Watkins UK Schemes of Arrangement Overview / Sanctioned Schemes of Foreign Companies
8 The Wall Street Journal / Business 15 February 2016 / Shell completes acquisition of BG Group
9 Bloomberg, Articles 10 September 2013 Investcorp’s Icopal gets U.K. Court backing to extend loans and GAF
Inc., press release 4 April 2016
10 Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer International ”Schemes of Arrangement” – a brief comparison, October 2014
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lawyers and company lawyers – in the preparatory phase of the proposed bill. In the consultation it
appeared that the possibility of a single creditor frustrating a composition is seen as a practical
problem and as such an important cause of the failure of reorganisation outside bankruptcy of
enterprises which are as such economically viable.11

The explanatory memorandum further outlines the views of the key stakeholders about such new law
as follows:

Entrepreneurs advocate a compulsory composition

Key Dutch confederations of industry, employers and SME asserted that such an arrangement can also
be introduced in the Netherlands and believe that a compulsory composition should be possible if the
court has examined whether creditors are better off with it than with a bankruptcy.

Banks see additional value in compulsory composition

The Dutch Association of Banks indicated that its members see additional value in the introduction of
the possibility of a compulsory composition outside bankruptcy. From the ranks of this organisation it
has been remarked that a compulsory composition could offer a solution in the event that several
banks finance an enterprise that faced financial problems and one of the banks resists the salvation of
the relevant enterprise on unreasonable grounds while the other banks are willing to support it.
Furthermore it has been remarked that the compulsory composition could offer a solution if one or
more shareholders resist the salvation by means of a debt for equity swap, whereby part or all of a loan
is converted into share capital, on unreasonable or uncommercial grounds.

Doctrine advocates a compulsory composition

In Dutch legal writing, for the same reasons discussed above, the introduction of a compulsory
composition outside bankruptcy has been advocated for a considerable time.

5.  FINNISH DISCUSSION

Finnish company law may be said to be developing well in time. When drafting the major reform for
our new Companies Act 2006, the underlying rationales for the reform included wider liberty for the
commercial parties to enter into arrangements that the law does not explicitly prohibit, as opposed to
the arguably more conservative previous act.

Although material alterations had already been made in the 1997 reform, the 2006 act notably
introduced e.g. shares without nominal amount requirements, cutting the tie between a share and
nominal amount of a share, and also gave more value to the general principles of the Act.

The Finnish Ministry of Justice has been an active driver for legislative development and drafting of
key new commercial legislation. In addition to the mentioned Companies Act reforms, other  examples
of material preparatory work are the reform of our Co-operatives Act in 2013 and the Finnish
Restructuring of Enterprises Act conducted as already as in 1993.

When introduced, the Restructuring Act was subject to a debate, with even the President of the
Republic issuing critical statement about it. As a young banking lawyer in the beginning of 1990s, I

11 De Brown Blackstone Westbroek, Draft Bill Continuity of Companies Act; unofficial English translation of
the Draft Bill as well as of the Explanatory Memorandum 5 November 2013
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admit also having some doubts about the new legislation, merely as seen some uneconomical
developments through corresponding US Chapter 11 proceedings.

During the recent 20 years the importance of the Restructuring Act has become evident, not least after
the financial crisis 2008, when the trust for even the major corporates predicting their banks´
behaviour as financiers was temporarily heavily at stake due the global financial crisis.

In spring 2016, the Finnish Ministry of Justice issued a review paper relating to possible further
development of our Companies Act. The review paper  refers to a proposal made by the Federation of
Finnish Financial Services for considering the merits for inclusion of provisions corresponding to
British Scheme of Arrangements as a possible further element of our law.12

The institutions arranging the conference have, as I understand, seen a clear need to increase
understanding of this piece of law, which may be illustrated being somewhere “in-between” company
law and insolvency laws; -a good theme for a topical round table seminar.

No doubt, when considering changing our laws in a rather material respect, the analyses should be
conducted with due care. One may need to analyse separately secured creditors position and similar
constitutional questions, as when the Restructuring of Companies Act was enacted, may need to be
addressed.  When something may be considered falling “in-between” something, this would also be a
complicating factor, notwithstanding a possible new structure could build a bridge between these two
main commercial regimes.

Hence, in case one justifies being major benefits foreseeable and this legislation being recognised
important also elsewhere in Europe, something needing substantial preparatory work or something
falling “in-between” something should not be limits for conducting analyses. The Finnish Companies
Act and the Restructuring Act serve as good examples for such thinking; developing laws to
correspond to the world currently in time and well preparing such material reforms.

We have the privilege to have Mr Justice Richard Snowden as our key speaker to outline the main
features of the British Schemes to us. During his esteemed carrier as Barrister, Queens´ Counsel and
more recently as High Court Judge he has a vast experience of cases relating to Schemes. Sir Richard
is also one of the very few Financial List judges. This list was introduced by the Lord Chief Justice in
July 2015 as a specialist list for the most demanding financial cases, being defined as financial claims
of 50 million pounds or more or cases that raise issues concerning the domestic and international
financial markets.13

For practical purposes for the seminar, I would encourage to use the phrase “Schemes” to cover
Schemes of Arrangements. I have taken the liberty to translate the Schemes as
“Yritysjärjestelymenettely”, a rather complicated phrase also in Finnish, but perhaps a one, which
illustrates well the two sides of the tool: i) a tool for reorganising a company´s capital and ii) a
statutory mechanism for the implementation.

I wish the Finnish and perhaps even Nordic discussion continues, particularly with the good support of
the both market professional organisations for the company law and the insolvency law.

12 Oikeusministeriö Mietintöjä ja Lausuntoja 20/2016 osakeyhtiölain muutostarve arviomuistio
13 Courts and Tribunals Judiciary / High Court / Financial List 2015 No 1569 (L.20) Senior Court of England
and Wales / County Court, England and Wales, The Civil Procedure (Amendment No. 4) Rules 2015


